Verita
Release Notes
The Saspac Mark Book has been rebranded and is now called Verita.
Version 20.07.26
1. You can only have access to the Mark Book if the latest Mark Book
structure has been imported from SA-SAMS.
2. Functions: Cycle Not Assessed:
This function will facilitate entering marks for tasks that were not
assessed during the COVID-19 pandemic.
a. This new function is only available to Master Users.
b. All grades and subjects will be processed.
c. The function will add a mark of -1 to every task and subtask that has
no existing mark for the selected cycle. All necessary copied tasks and
totals will be calculated.

Saspac Web
Release Notes
V20.02.08
SASPAC ERP V20.07.31 must be installed
Mark Books: Export:
1. When selecting “Include Collated Cycles”: if there are no tasks for
the subject, the error “Actual value was -1.” has been fixed. In this
case only the subject totals for each term will show.
Mark Books: Re-Calculate Marks:
1. If a subject has no tasks for any cycle, the subject totals will not
be calculated for that cycle. This will stop a -1 from being
erroneously inserted.
The automatic consolidation will still be run.
Mark Books: Capture:
1. When you choose to view the SBA Year Mark, 2 columns will be shown in
the grid. The 1st will be the current column. The 2nd will show the SBA
Year Mark in decimals, rounded to the 4th decimal place.
Mark Books: Capture:
1. When saving, if an Effort Symbol is invalid, the error message will
show correctly. The screen will not be saved or refreshed.
2. When you choose to view Effort Symbols, there is a new button at the
top of the screen: View Effort Symbols. This will show the list of
valid effort symbols for the current subject.
Mark Books: Capture:
1. For Exception Subjects: Cycle 4 is the combination of the 4th term and
the SBA marks. When calculating totals for this cycle, the weight
used is now the modified weight as entered on Saspac ERP. (Please see
the Saspac ERP release notes for further information.)

Tasks: View:
1. A new column, Exception Weight, has been added.
This will only show a value for Exception subject where a task from
the 4th term has an exception weight.
Tasks: Edit:
1. A new column, Exception Weight, has been added. This will display the
modified weight for Exception Subjects.

